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Abstract: Peer-to-peer (P2P) platforms are gaining increasing popularity due to their scalability,
robustness and self-organization. In P2P systems, peers interact directly with each other to share
resources or exchange services without a central authority to manage the interaction. However, these
features expose P2P platforms to malicious attacks that reduce the level of trust between peers and in
extreme situations, may cause the entire system to shut down. Therefore, it is essential to employ a
trust management system that establishes trust relationships among peers. Current P2P trust manage-
ment systems use binary categorization to classify peers as trustworthy or not trustworthy. However,
in the real world, trustworthiness is a vague concept; peers have different levels of trustworthiness
that affect their overall trust value. Therefore, in this paper, we developed a novel trust management
algorithm for P2P platforms based on Hadith science where Hadiths are systematically classified into
multiple levels of trustworthiness, based on the quality of narrator and content. To benchmark our
proposed system, HadithTrust, we used two state-of-art trust management systems, EigenTrust and
InterTrust, with no-trust algorithm as a baseline scenario. Various experimental results demonstrated
the superiority of HadithTrust considering eight performance measures.

Keywords: peer-to-peer; distributed systems; file sharing; reputation; trust; security; Hadith

1. Introduction

Peer-to-peer (P2P) platforms have gained immense popularity due to their success
in many large-scale distributed applications, such as file sharing networks [1], social
networks [2], and content delivery systems [3]. In a P2P system, peers interact directly with
one another to exchange files or perform a distributed task at a reasonably low operation
and maintenance cost [4,5]. P2P systems offer many advantages over traditional client–
server systems, such as scalability, robustness, and a wide range of offered resources [6].

However, as P2P systems lack centralized control, authentication and authorization
are difficult to implement [7]. Moreover, peers are unknown entities who can join and
leave the network at any time [8]. Consequently, P2P systems are vulnerable to many types
of security threats and malicious attacks, such as buggy or inauthentic files. This results in
a lack of trust between peers, which causes peers to refrain from sharing their resources
and, in extreme cases, exit the network, resulting in the entire system’s failure. Therefore, it
is essential for a P2P system to employ a trust management system to ensure trustworthy
file sharing between peers [9,10].

A trust management system checks whether the file to be exchanged is authentic
or inauthentic and/or whether the provider peer is honest or dishonest. This way, risky
transactions can be denied before taking place. Many trust management systems have
been proposed to differentiate between authentic and inauthentic files and/or between
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honest and dishonest peers. However, such binary classification of files and peers into two
extremes is inefficient in many scenarios and unrealistic in many real-world contexts, as
files and peers can be, on some level, in between the two extremes. Consequently, some
files might be rejected even if they are not truly bad, and some bad files might be accepted
even if they are not actually good.

Interestingly, Muslims face a similar trust problem when assessing the trustworthiness
of Hadiths (sayings from the Prophet Mohammed) and their narrators. To tackle this prob-
lem, they employ a systematic, multilevel classification scheme that accurately helps a user
decide whether to accept or reject these sayings. To the best of our knowledge, exploiting
this scheme in trust management algorithms for P2P systems is an unexplored area.

Therefore, this paper proposes a new trust management algorithm, HadithTrust,
inspired by the Hadith classification science, which follows a systematic approach to
classify Hadiths (files) and narrators (peers) in gradual quality levels. It assigns a specific
trust level for a certain Hadith (file) based on the provider peer’s (narrator) honesty and
Matn (file content) authenticity. HadithTrust classifies peers’ honesty into four reputation
quartiles (Q4, Q3, Q2, and Q1), in which Q4 is the highest reputation level and Q1 the lowest.
These fourlevels have been determined on the basis of empirical observations, unlike
the narrators’ trust levels in Hadith science, which classifies narrators into twelve trust
levels [11]. Accordingly, file authenticity is classified into one of four levels of authenticity
(authentic, good, weak, or bad). The experimental results demonstrate HadithTrust’s
superiority in terms of success rate and run time.

This remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the related
work. Section 3 introduces the system design. In Sections 4 and 5, we present the evaluation
methodology and experimental results, respectively, and Section 6 concludes the paper
and outlines directions for future work.

2. Literature Review

Trust management systems can be classified on the basis of the main entity considered
in the reputation calculation into three categories: peer-based, file-based, and hybrid trust
management systems [8].

In peer-based trust management systems, reputation is calculated on the basis of the
peer’s past behavior regardless of the files past ratings. In other words, the choice of a
server is based on the peer’s reputation, not the file’s trustworthiness [8]. One of the most
well-known peer-based trust management systems is EigenTrust [6]. In EigenTrust [6],
each peer calculates his or her own normalized local trust values based on satisfactory and
unsatisfactory numbers in past transactions with other peers. Then, each peer’s global
trust value is obtained by aggregating his or her local trust values and weighting them
with corresponding global trust values. However, pretrusted peers that are used in trust
calculations have several potential risks [12–14]. Therefore, many reputation systems were
proposed to enhance EigenTrust [8,12–17]. The TNA-SL trust management system [18]
introduced a new notation for expressing trust based on subjective logic. The trust values
are represented as opinions, in which each opinion is expressed by four tuples: belief,
disbelief, uncertainty, and base rate. These tuples are incorporated into mathematical
equations to define trust values. Many trust management systems were proposed to
simplify the heavy calculations of TNA-SL, such as TrustyFeer [19] and InterTrust [20].
Recently, some peer-based trust management solutions were proposed based on blockchain
technology. In [21], a P2P trust management system was developed based on the aggregated
feedbacks from customers to evaluate the reputation of the manufacturers who provided
manufacturing services and deployed in a blockchain industrial IoT environment. In [22],
a reputation-based mechanism is utilized to improve the security in blockchain. The
reputation is calculated based on the past behavior of the peer, participation in voting for
others and transactions. Then, the peer with the highest reputation is selected to create the
new block and the block is evaluated by reputable peers in the blockchain. In Reference [23]
a trust management model was presented for a semantic P2P grid environment. The model
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integrates fuzzy theory and reputation technique, to gather locally-created feedback and
produce a global node trust degree. A trust management mechanism, named fuzzy-based
TM mechanism is proposed in [24] to prevent sybil attacks in the Internet of Medical Things.
The proposed mechanism helps network nodes to calculate a node trust value using fuzzy
logic and trust attributes, such as integrity, receptivity, and compatibility of a node.

In file-based trust management systems, reputation is calculated on the basis of
the file regardless of the peer’s past behavior. After each transaction, the file is rated
positively or negatively, and the system keeps track of each file rating to measure the file’s
trustworthiness [19]. The amount of research on file-based reputation systems is scant, and
to the best of our knowledge, only two studies have examined the file-based approach [8].
Walsh and Emin [25] developed a new approach for calculating file-based reputations for
a structured P2P network. A file’s reputation is calculated by aggregating positive and
negative feedback on that file. However, the system has two repositories: a file repository
that stores file information and a peer repository that stores the file reputation given by
each peer. The system was benchmarked against a peer reputation system and had a
lower percentage of inauthentic downloads. Credence [26] focused only on file authenticity
through a simple voting algorithm that stores a file’s positive and negative ratings. When
a peer needs a file, the algorithm computes the available files’ authenticity value based
on aggregated feedback weighted by the experience correlation between the file requester
and the file provider. The system classifies 80% of files correctly after a period of time.
Moreover, the system’s scalability is proved during the time it takes to estimate a file’s
authenticity while increasing the network’s size.

In hybrid trust management systems, the reputation involves both peer and file
trustworthiness. the number of existing hybrid trust management systems can exploit the
advantages of both peer-based and file-based reputation systems. However, the number of
existing hybrid systems is low. AuthenticPeer [8] was the first hybrid trust management
system. The algorithm combines both a file-based approach and a peer-based approach
to calculate trust values in the system. The number of transactions is considered to select
the algorithm to run. If the number of transactions is lower than a certain threshold,
the EigenTrust algorithm [6] is used; otherwise, the file-based algorithm [25] is used.
AuthenticPeer++ [27] enhances the performance of AuthenticPeer by using the peer’s
global trust value to weigh the opinion on the shared files.

On the basis of the reviewed extant literature, peer-based trust management systems
ignore files’/services’ credibility, which is more reliable and stable than peers’ reputations.
Additionally, file-based trust management systems require massive storage and heavy
processing due to the huge number of files in the network. Therefore, hybrid trust manage-
ment systems are emerging to ensure accurate trust calculations, while reducing execution
overhead. However, the number of studies that have examined hybrid trust management
systems is scant, and none of the previous trust management systems have used the Hadith
science approach to overcome the trust issue with P2P systems.

3. System Design
3.1. System Architecture

The Hadith-inspired approach is a hybrid file/peer trust management system. As
shown in Figure 1, HadithTrust consists of two subsystems: reputation manager and
files-providers manager.
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3.1.1. Reputation Manager

Each peer has his or her own reputation manager to calculate trust and reputation
values locally. The reputation manager comprises four components:

• Communication manager: Sends file requests to the transaction queue, receives the
reputation value from the trust calculator to update the reputation database after each
transaction, and receives the selected file provider’s ID from the file provider selector.
The communication manager also updates the system registry with newly available
file copies for each peer.

• Trust calculator: Is responsible for calculating its own local trust values and sending
them to the trust database. In addition, it is responsible for calculating peers’ reputa-
tion values after each transaction and sending them to the communication manager.

• Trust database: Stores all calculated provider peers’ trust values after each transaction.
• File manager: Keeps track of all files owned by peers. It is updated after each transaction.

3.1.2. Files-Providers Manager

This is a centralized component responsible for selecting the best file provider for the
requester peer on the basis of the quality of both the content (Matn) and providers (Isnad).
The centralization of files-providers manager helps to ensure the system consistency and ef-
ficiency without degrading the performance, since all reputation calculations are distributed
and calculated at each peer. The files-providers manager comprises five components:

• System registry: Stores all file copies in the system with corresponding file IDs,
copy IDs, owner IDs, file chains, Isnads, and Matns. In addition, it is updated after
each transaction.

• Transaction queue: Holds requests for files for further commitment. The transaction
requests that come from malicious peers are denied directly before commitment,
which is better than spending time to provide bad files for malicious peers as in [28].
Therefore, the time complexity of the system is maintained at low level.

• Reputation database: Stores all peers’ reputations and sends them to the Isnad–
Matn manager.

• File provider selector: Receives all available files’ Matns and Isnads for the current
transaction request. It stores the best-file-providers’ IDs based on each file’s Isnad and
Matn in the best-file-providers list, and then it randomly selects a file provider from
the list and sends the file provider’s ID to the file requester

• Isnad–Matn manager: Receives the chains of the requested file in the system registry
and analyzes them to dynamically determine the types of Isnad and Matn. The
Isnad–Matn manager comprises two main components:
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# Matn manager: Keeps track of all file ratings while the file is sent from one peer
to another, and then analyzes each chain’s ratings to determine the Matn type.

Isnad manager: Evaluates file content validity on the basis of the highest and lowest
reputation values of all providers for the requested file. The range between these two
reputation values is divided into four equal quartiles (Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4), in which Q1 is
the lowest reputation quartile and Q4 is highest. Experimental observations suggest that
the best number for reputation quartiles is four. These quartiles are then used to classify all
Isnads of that file. Section 3.3. describes the four quartiles.

3.2. Hadith Inspiration

In Hadith science, Hadiths (sayings of Prophet Mohammed) can be classified based on
Matn (the content of Hadith) and Isnad (the chain of narrators). To determine a Hadith’s
authenticity, the Matn is analyzed, and its validity evaluated. In addition, the chain of
narrators is analyzed, and their trustworthiness evaluated. Then, the Hadith is classified
into one of the following categories: Sahih, Hasan, Daif, or Munkar. Some Hadiths have
multiple copies that come from different narrators with different trustworthiness levels,
while a Hadith’s copies may have different Matn validity.

The similarity between Hadith science and trust management is interesting. Therefore,
we implemented the HadithTrust trust management system based on some aspects of
the Hadith classification model. In HadithTrust, a file can be classified on the basis of
the validity of file ratings (akin to Matn validity) and trustworthiness of the chain of file
providers who sent the file (akin to trustworthiness of narrators in Isnad). Then, the file is
classified into one of four categories: authentic, good, weak, or bad. In this paper, a file
corresponds to a Hadith, the file’s content corresponds to Matn, the file content’s quality
ratings correspond to the validity of Matn, and the chain of providers (narrators) that sent
the file corresponds to Isnad.

3.3. Matn and Isnad in Trust Management

When a file is sent from one peer to another, a new file copy is added to the system
registry containing an owner ID, a file ID, a copy ID, and a file chain. Figure 2 illustrates
a file chain for file ID 1 (F1) from the initial owner to the last peer who receives the file.
Initially, the file copy (C10) was owned by peer Pa, who sent the file to peer Pb, who gave
the file a positive rating. Then, Pb sent the file copy C11 to peer Pc, who gave the file a
negative rating. Then, the file was sent to peer Pd and then to peer Pe. The final file chain
is shown in Figure 2.
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The Matn can be valid, invalid, or unknown. The Matn is valid when all honest
narrators (pretrusted and good) give positive ratings to the file. The Matn is invalid if one
or more honest narrators give negative ratings to the file. Otherwise, if no honest narrator
rates the file, the Matn is unknown. Figure 3 illustrates a valid and an invalid Matn.
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The Isnad can be one of four types. An authentic Isnad is when the Matn is valid and the
Isnad’s reputation, the average reputation for all peers involved in the file chain, is higher than
Q1, as illustrated in the example in Figure 4, based on the assumed current peers’ reputation
values in the table in Figure 4. A good Isnad has two possible cases: when the Matn is valid
and the Isnad’s reputation is less than Q2 and when the Matn is unknown and the Isnad’s
reputation is higher than Q3; Figure 5 illustrates the two cases. A weak Isnad is when the
Matn is unknown and the Isnad’s reputation is higher than Q1 and less than Q4, as shown
in Figure 6. A bad Isnad also has two possible cases: when the Matn is invalid without
considering the value of the Isnad’s reputation since the file is a bad file and when the Matn is
unknown and the Isnad’s reputation is less than Q2; Figure 7 illustrates the two cases.
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3.4. Reputation Calculations

HadithTrust considers two aspects to calculate the reputation of files/peers: Matn, the
trustworthiness of files in the network on the basis of file ratings given by good narrators,
and Isnad, the trustworthiness of all narrators in the file chain with respect to the Matn type.

However, as illustrated in Figure 8, after each transaction, the percentage of the
participation of each peer in authentic Isnads APcti is calculated as follows:

APcti =
#Authentic Isnads involving peer i

# All Isnads involving peer i
(1)
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Then, the trust manager calculates reputation values at each peer, as Equation (2)
demonstrates, following the EigenTrust’s formula [6] with a little improvement. We re-
placed the extra weight given for pretrusted peers with APcti, as it is more accurate to
describe the quality of files owned by that peer:

t(k+1)
i = (1− a)

(
c1it

(k)
1 + · · ·+ cnit

(k)
n

)
+ aAPcti (2)

where t(k+1)
i is the reputation of peer i, a is a constant factor less than 1, APcti is the

percentage of peer i’s participations in authentic Isnads, k is a peer who is trusted by peer
i indirectly (when peer i trusts peer j and peer j trusts peer k, then peer i trusts peer k
indirectly), and cni is the normalized trust value of peer n in peer i, calculated as follows [6]:

Cni =
max(Sni, 0)

∑n max(Sni, 0)
(3)

where cni is the summation of positive and negative feedbacks that peer n gave for peer i
in the past transactions.
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Then, as illustrated in Figure 9, the number of positive ratings given by honest peers
is calculated and compared with the number of honest narrators. The Matn has three
possible types:

• If the number of positive ratings = 0, the Matn is classified as unknown.
• If the number of positive ratings < the number of honest narrators, the Matn is

classified as invalid.
• Else, the Matn is classified as valid.
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Additionally, the Isnad is classified on the basis of the narrator’s reputation and Matn
type. When a request for a transaction is issued, the Isnad–Matn manager requests the
current reputation values of all requested file providers. The highest reputation (HR) and
the lowest reputation (LR) are stored for further Isnad analysis. The interval between these
two values is divided into four equal quartiles (Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4) as follows:

Q1 =

{
x|LR ≤ x ≤ LR +

(HR− LR)
4

}
(4)

Q2 =

{
x|LR +

(HR− LR)
4

< x ≤ LR + 2
(HR− LR)

4

}
(5)

Q3 =

{
x|LR + 2

(HR− LR)
4

< x ≤ LR + 3
(HR− LR)

4

}
(6)

Q4 =

{
x|LR + 3

(HR− LR)
4

< x ≤ HR
}

(7)

Then, as illustrated in Figure 10, the Isnad’s reputation is calculated (the average
reputation of all narrators involved in a file chain) as follows:

Isnad reputation =
∑ Reputation o f narrators in the f ile chain

Length o f the f ile chain
(8)
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On the basis of the Isnad’s reputation and Matn type, the Isnad is classified as follows:

• If the Matn is unknown:

1. If the Isnad’s reputation > Q3, the Isnad is classified as good.
2. If the Isnad’s reputation > Q1, the Isnad is classified as weak.
3. Else, the Isnad is classified as bad.

• If the Matn is valid:

1. If the Isnad’s reputation > Q1, the Isnad is classified as authentic.
2. Else, the Isnad is classified as good.

• Else, the Isnad is classified as bad.

After classifying the Isnads for all file copies of the requested file, the file provider
selector stores the IDs of the providers who own the file copies with the best Isnads in
a best-file-providers list, a file provider is randomly selected from the list, and the file
provider’s ID is sent to the file requester, as illustrated in Figure 11.
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4. Evaluation Methodology

We used the Quantitative Trust Management (QTM) simulator [28] to test HadithTrust.
QTM is a simulator that has been developed specifically to evaluate trust management
systems in P2P networks. It supports various malicious models and provides ready imple-
mentation for two well-established algorithms, EigenTrust and TNA-SL. In addition to the
baseline scenario where no-trust algorithm (None) is used. The selected application model
to test the proposed system is a P2P file sharing system since it is the most representative
application for P2P systems. This model is implemented using an intelligent query model,
where all peers have equal library size and chance of being a file requester based on the
Zipf distribution [28].

The proposed system was evaluated using a well-designed evaluation where several
variables were considered at different values, including:

• Percentage of malicious peers, which varied from 15% to 75% in steps of 15%
• Malicious strategies: Two different strategies are considered:

# Collective strategy: when malicious peers form groups, then raise their reputations
by giving each other positive feedback and giving other peers negative feedback

# Naive strategy: when malicious peers behave independently of other mali-
cious peers

• Honest peer models: Two models are considered:

# Good peers, who always provide honest feedback about other peers and usu-
ally provide authentic files to others, and pretrusted peers, who have higher
initial reputation values and are important in helping guide new peers who
join the network

# Unknown peer model considered in all experiments that represents newcomers
with unknown behaviors

• Malicious peer models: Four models are considered:

# Malicious feedback peers, who provide authentic files and dishonest feedback
# Malicious peers, who provide inauthentic files and honest feedback
# Purely malicious peers, who provide inauthentic files and dishonest feedback
# Camouflaged malicious peers, who provide authentic files and honest feedback

50% of the time but behave as purely malicious peers the rest of the time

In all experiments, the percentages of pretrusted peers and unknown peers were fixed
at 10%. Additionally, the number of files remained constant, at 1000, the number of peers is
constant at 128, and the number of transactions remained constant, at 2500.

To evaluate the proposed system’s efficacy, the following performance measures
were used:

1. Success rate, which is calculated as the number of authentic file downloads by good
peers divided by the number of all downloads by good peers:

Success rate =
#Authentic file downloads by good peers

#All file downloads by good peers
× 100 (9)

2. Percentage of authentic downloads, which is calculated as the number of authentic
Isnads downloaded by good peers divided by the number of all good peer downloads:

Authentic downloads =
#Authentic Isnads downloaded by good peers

# All good peer downloads
× 100 (10)

3. Percentage of good downloads, which is calculated as the number of good Isnads
downloaded by good peers divided by the number of all good peer downloads:

Good downloads =
#Good Isnads downloaded by good peers

# All good peer downloads
× 100 (11)
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4. Percentage of weak downloads, which is calculated as the number of weak Isnads
downloaded by good peers divided by the number of all good peer downloads:

Weak downloads =
#Weak Isnads downloaded by good peers

# All good peer downloads
× 100 (12)

5. Percentage of bad downloads, which is calculated as the number of bad Isnads
downloaded by good peers divided by the number of all good peers’ downloads:

Bad downloads =
#Bad Isnads downloaded by good peers

#All good peer downloads
× 100 (13)

6. Percentage of downloads from pretrusted peers, which is calculated as the number of
good peer downloads from pretrusted peers divided by the number of all good peer
downloads:

Downloads from pretrusted peers =
#Good peers′ downloads from pretrusted peers

# All good peer downloads
× 100 (14)

7. Running time, which is calculated as the time from the start of the first simulated
transaction to the last one, in seconds

8. Transaction service time in milliseconds

Simulation setup is summurized in Table 1. The total number of experiments that is
run in this paper is 4 (algorithms) × 5 (malicious%) × 4 (malicious models) × 2 (malicious
strategies) × 10 (10 runs for each experiment) = 1600 experiment.

Table 1. Summary of simulation setup.

Exp No. of Peers No. of Transactions Malicious Peers % Unknown
Peers %

Pre-Trusted
Peers %

Malicious
Models Strategy

1

128 2500

15%

10% 10% Feedback Naïve/collective
2 30%
3 45%
4 60%
5 75%

6

128 2500

15%

10% 10% Malicious Naïve/collective
7 30%
8 45%
9 60%
10 75%

11

128 2500

15%

10% 10% Pure Naïve/collective
12 30%
13 45%
14 60%
15 75%

16

128 2500

15%

10% 10% Feedback Naïve/collective
17 30%
18 45%
19 60%
20 75%

5. Results and Discussion

All experiments were carried out on a personal computer (PC) with an Intel Core i7
CPU, with 1.8 GHz of speed, 6 GB of RAM, and 1000 GB of hard disk space. To benchmark
our proposed system, we used EigenTrust [6] and InterTrust [20], with no-trust algorithm
as a baseline scenario. This section presents the average results of 10 runs, considering the
7 metrics identified earlier.
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5.1. Success Rate

The success rate of good peers, which is calculated as the number of good peers’
authentic downloads divided by the number of all good peers’ downloads, is illustrated in
Figure 12. Four malicious models were considered, each of which works with collective
and naive strategies. Generally, the success rate of each algorithm with different malicious
strategies is almost similar to many previous experiments [8,19,20], which are implemented
on the same simulator. Unlike the success rate, running time is obviously different between
the two strategies.
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Figure 12a shows the success rate of good peers with increasing percentage of mali-
cious feedback peers. In all scenarios, it is clearly seen that HadithTrust’s success rate is
relatively higher than that of the benchmark algorithms. The success rate of EigenTrust,
InterTrust, and no-trust (None) systems oscillates as the percentage of malicious feedback
peers increases, whereas the success rate of HadithTrust is more stable, and as expected,
the no-trust (None) system has the lowest success rate. In HadithTrust, file authenticity
is considered and related to Isnad and Matn, which is not the case with EigenTrust and
InterTrust; thus, if a file request is issued, the algorithm first searches for authentic Isnads
for downloads, which is a 100% authentic file since good peers have experienced this
file before. If no authentic Isnads are available, the algorithm searches for the next best
Isnads. Consequently, the success rate with HadithTrust is higher and more stable than
with other systems.

Figure 12b shows the success rate of good peers with increasing percentage of ma-
licious peers. The success rate rapidly decreases as the percentage of malicious peers
increases for EigenTrust, InterTrust, and no-trust (None) algorithms. In contrast, Ha-
dithTrust’s success rate decreases slightly as the percentage of malicious peers increases.
Nevertheless, HadithTrust achieves the highest success rate with all malicious provider
percentages. In HadithTrust, the algorithm avoids invalid Matns for downloads, which
prevents the propagation of inauthentic files. In this type of malicious provider, malicious
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peers always provide inauthentic files, which affect the success rate in general, more than
dishonest feedback. Therefore, the success rate of EigenTrust, InterTrust, and no-trust
(None) systems is lower than that of HadithTrust.

Figure 12c shows the success rates of good peers with increasing percentage of purely
malicious peers. Overall, Figure 12c highlights HadithTrust’s superiority in the success
rate compared with benchmark systems. The success rate of EigenTrust, InterTrust, and no-
trust (None) dramatically decreases as the percentage of purely malicious peers increases.
This contrasts with HadithTrust’s success rate, which is not affected by the percentage of
purely malicious peers. Moreover, the magnitude of success rate reduction for EigenTrust,
InterTrust, and no-trust (None) is higher than what is shown in Figure 12a,b, since dishonest
feedback has less effect on the success rate than inauthentic files provided by purely
malicious peers.

Figure 12d presents the success rate of good peers with increasing percentage of
camouflaged malicious peers. Generally, this malicious model is hard to detect, but its
effect on the success rate is not as bad as purely malicious and malicious peers, because the
peers behave as good peers half of the time. Therefore, it generally elicits less of an effect
on the success rate. In Figure 12d, the success rates of EigenTrust and InterTrust gradually
decrease as the percentage of camouflaged malicious peers’ increases. The success rate
of HadithTrust remains nearly constant. In HadithTrust, when the Matn is invalid, the
inauthentic file is always rejected, even if it comes from a well-behaved peer, such as the
starting behavior of camouflaged malicious peers. This is not the case with EigenTrust
and InterTrust, in which only peer trustworthiness is considered on the basis of historical
behavior, without considering the file’s path and ratings.

5.2. Percentage of Authentic Downloads

Authentic downloads, calculated as the number of authentic Isnad downloads for
good peers divided by the number of all Isnads downloaded by good peers, is presented in
Figure 13 for HadithTrust and benchmark systems EigenTrust and InterTrust under differ-
ent scenarios. However, the case of no-trust (None) is excluded because it is considered an
important factor to calculate different Isnad types (authentic, good, weak, and bad).
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In Figure 13a, the percentage of authentic downloads for HadithTrust, EigenTrust, and
InterTrust with increasing percentage of malicious feedback peers is shown. The percentage
of authentic downloads for all algorithms dramatically decreases as the percentage of
malicious feedback peers increases. Moreover, HadithTrust maintains a higher percentage
of authentic downloads than EigenTrust and InterTrust when the percentage of malicious
feedback peers is less than 75%. After this percentage, HadithTrust provides less authentic
downloads than EigenTrust and more authentic downloads than InterTrust. To calculate
authentic Isnads, two conditions are considered: valid Matn, which could be satisfied by
malicious feedback peers when they are file providers, and a high Isnad reputation. In
HadithTrust, the files from malicious feedback peers can be accepted if two conditions are
met: the previous narrators in the file chain have high reputation values and the Matn
is valid. Therefore, when the percentage of malicious feedback peers reaches 75%, they
could raise their reputations at the expense of other peers. Thus, in HadithTrust, authentic
Isnads decrease. However, the reduction only happens in one scenario. It is not a bad
situation, because the percentage of good downloads–not bad downloads–increases in the
same scenario, as shown in Figure 14a. Additionally, the success rate in the same scenario
does not decrease. This is not the case for EigenTrust and InterTrust, in which the choice of
file provider is based only on the provider’s reputation.
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Figure 13b shows the percentage of authentic downloads for HadithTrust, EigenTrust,
and InterTrust with the percentage of malicious peers varying from 15% to 75%. The per-
centage of authentic downloads for all systems falls rapidly as the percentage of malicious
peers’ increases. Moreover, as expected, HadithTrust has a higher percentage of authentic
downloads in all scenarios. HadithTrust rejects files with an invalid Matn (inauthentic
files) from malicious peers after they are downloaded once. Therefore, HadithTrust’s
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authentic downloads are still higher than those of EigenTrust and InterTrust, even when
the percentage of malicious peers reaches 75%.

Figure 13c shows the percentage of authentic downloads for HadithTrust, EigenTrust,
and InterTrust with varying percentage of purely malicious peers. The percentage of
authentic downloads for all systems rapidly decreases, and HadithTrust has a higher per-
centage of authentic downloads in all cases (Figure 13b). However, when the percentage
of purely malicious peers is 75%, authentic downloads by HadithTrust and EigenTrust
are mostly similar because purely malicious peers combine the work of malicious feed-
back peers and malicious peers. Consequently, the authentic download percentage of
HadithTrust with purely malicious peers falls between the authentic download percentage
in the case of malicious feedback peers and malicious peers.

Figure 13d illustrates the authentic download percentage for HadithTrust compared
with EigenTrust and InterTrust with increasing percentage of camouflaged malicious
peers from 15% to 75%, respectively. Authentic downloads decrease as the percentage of
camouflaged malicious increases, as with previous malicious models.

5.3. Percentage of Good Downloads

In Figure 14, the percentage of good downloads is plotted, calculated as the number
of good Isnad downloads for good peers divided by the number of all Isnads downloaded
by good peers. Three systems are compared: HadithTrust, EigenTrust, and InterTrust.
Three variables are used: percentage of malicious peers, malicious strategy, and model of
malicious peers. As in Section 5.2, the case of no-trust (None) is excluded from this measure.

Figure 14a shows the percentage of good downloads for good peers with increasing
percentage of malicious feedback peers for HadithTrust compared with EigenTrust and
InterTrust. The graphs clearly show that the percentage of good downloads for all systems
increases steadily when the percentage of malicious feedback peers increases. The perfor-
mance of all systems is almost opposite to that shown in Figure 13a because all systems
search for the most reputable provider, and in most cases falls under conditions of authentic
or good Isnads. Thus, most of the other downloads, without authentic downloads, would
be good downloads. Moreover, HadithTrust selects as many authentic Isnads as possible.
Therefore, in most cases, HadithTrust provides a higher number of authentic downloads
and a lower number of good Isnads.

In Figure 14b, the percentage of good downloads for all systems increases as the per-
centage of malicious peers increases for the same reason described above, which is opposite
of that shown in Figure 13b. Figure 13c illustrates the percentage of good downloads with
increasing percentage of purely malicious peers for HadithTrust compared with EigenTrust
and InterTrust. The graphs clearly show that the percentage of good downloads for all
systems increases in line with the percentage of malicious peers. This also is the opposite of
the authentic download percentages shown in Figure 13c. Figure 14d shows the percentage
of good downloads for the three systems as the percentage of camouflaged malicious peers
varies from 15% to 75%. As expected, all algorithms provide good files in percentages with
inverse relevance to the percentage of authentic download in the same scenarios shown in
Figure 13d.

5.4. Percentage of Weak Downloads

Figure 15 illustrates the percentage of weak downloads for good peers in HadithTrust,
EigenTrust, and InterTrust with the percentage of malicious peers varying from 15% to 75%.
Generally, in all scenarios, the percentage of weak downloads for HadithTrust is 1% or less,
whereas the percentage of weak downloads for EigenTrust and InterTrust is always zero. In
addition, the variation in the percentage of weak downloads for HadithTrust is irrelevant,
both to the model and to the percentage of malicious peers. In fact, weak downloads are
those with a low Isnad reputation and an unknown Matn. Thus, according to the initial
file distribution, all files have multiple copies, and intuitively for each file, some copies are
owned by relatively reputable peers. Therefore, under these circumstances, the file with a
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high Isnad reputation and an unknown Matn is considered a good file. Consequently, weak
downloads are rarely chosen in HadithTrust. The only case when a weak Isnad is chosen is
when no authentic or good Isnad is available for the requested file. However, in EigenTrust
and InterTrust, the file provider is chosen on the basis of its reputation; therefore, the file
owned by the most reputable provider always is chosen for downloads, even if the Matn is
invalid, which is considered a bad Isnad.
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To sum up, in all scenarios, HadithTrust offers 1% or fewer weak downloads, and
benchmark systems never provide weak downloads. However, a weak file provided by a
provider with a low reputation value is always better than a bad file provided by a highly
trusted provider, which occurs with EigenTrust and InterTrust, as shown in Figure 15.

5.5. Percentage of Bad Downloads

Figure 16 shows the percentage of bad downloads for HadithTrust compared with
EigenTrust and InterTrust with increasing percentage of malicious peers. The percentage of
bad downloads is not relevant to the percentage of malicious peers or the type of malicious
peers. Indeed, the percentage of bad downloads is proportional to two cases. In the first
case’s initial file distribution, peers own a low percentage of inauthentic files (from 0% to
10%). In the second case, when a pretrusted peer downloads an inauthentic file, the file
is spread to other peers since it comes from a trusted peer. In both cases, in EigenTrust
and InterTrust, the bad file is downloaded on the basis of the file provider’s reputation
regardless of the file’s authenticity. In contrast, HadithTrust searches for better Isnads, even
if the file provider is not the most reputable one. Therefore, in most scenarios in Figure 16,
HadithTrust provides the lowest percentage of bad files.
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5.6. Percentage of Downloads from Pretrusted Peers

Figure 17 illustrates the percentage of good peers’ downloads from pretrusted peers,
calculated as the number of good peers’ downloads from pretrusted peers divided by
the number of all good peers’ downloads, for HadithTrust, EigenTrust, InterTrust, and
no-trust (None) systems with the percentage of malicious peers varying from 15% to 75%.
It is better to give good peers more chances to upload files to raise their reputations and
decrease congestion around pretrusted peers. However, it is clearly shown in Figure 17 that
HadithTrust, in most scenarios, maintains a lower percentage of downloads from pretrusted
peers. In addition, the percentage of good peers’ downloads from pretrusted peers when
the no-trust (None) system is used is always ~10%, which is the actual percentage of
pretrusted peers in the network.

In Figure 17a–d, the percentage of good peers’ downloads from pretrusted peers for
HadithTrust increases gradually as the percentage of malicious peers increases, which is
reasonable because as malicious peers increase in the network, the percentage of pretrusted
peers among the rest of the peers increases. In contrast, EigenTrust and InterTrust get almost
75% of peers’ downloads from pretrusted peers when the percentage of malicious peers is
15%. Then, the percentage of good peers’ downloads from pretrusted peers’ decreases as
the percentage of malicious peers’ increases. In fact, in EigenTrust, pretrusted peers are
given extra weight in reputation calculations, and in InterTrust, pretrusted peers are given
the highest-possible values in initial opinion (uncertainty = 1 and base rate = 1). Therefore,
most downloads come from pretrusted peers. In contrast, in HadithTrust, reputation is
divided into four quartiles, and the Matn is considered when selecting a file provider.
Therefore, when the Matn is valid, it is enough for peers to have a reputation within Q1 to
construct a good Isnad and select for downloads (case 1 in good Isnads). However, when
pretrusted peers have an unknown Matn, the Isnad is also classified as good (case 2 in
good Isnads). Therefore, good peers are given a higher probability of providing files for
others without scarifying the success rate.
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5.7. Running Time

Figure 18 illustrates the running time, starting from 0 to 4.5 h (in seconds), with steps
of powers of 2, for HadithTrust, EigenTrust, InterTrust, and no-trust (None) systems with
increasing percentage of malicious peers. Four malicious models (malicious feedback, ma-
licious, purely malicious, and camouflaged malicious peers) and two malicious strategies
(naive and collective) were examined. In contrast to the success rate, the running time
is obviously different between the two malicious strategies, because with the collective
malicious strategy, malicious peers form a group and then local trust values are calculated
and propagated for the group members, which takes extra time. Moreover, the no-trust
(None) system is the fastest. In addition, for each algorithm, the difference between the
running time with different malicious models is marginal because the same calculations are
performed regardless of the model. With the naive strategy, HadithTrust is slightly slower
than EigenTrust because of the calculations for Isnad and Matn during each transaction.
However, as the percentage of malicious peers’ increases, HadithTrust becomes faster and
overtakes EigenTrust because HadithTrust denies file requests from malicious peers. Thus,
as the malicious peer percentage increases, the algorithm works more quickly. Generally,
HadithTrust runs more quickly than InterTrust and in some scenarios more quickly than
EigenTrust. The no-trust (None) system is always faster because it has no-trust calculations.
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5.8. Transaction Service Time

Table 2 shows the average transaction service time in milliseconds for HadithTrust,
EigenTrust, InterTrust, and no-trust (None) systems with the percentage of malicious peers
varying from 15% to 75%. For each algorithm we compute the average transaction service
time for the four considered malicious models (malicious feedback, malicious, purely
malicious, and camouflaged malicious) in both strategies (naïve and collective). It is clearly
shown that HadithTrust has the best performance among the four systems, except for no-
trust since no trust calculation is performed. However, the difference between EigenTrust
and HadithTrust is marginal since both algorithms utilized similar formulas to compute
the peers’ reputation. Moreover, InterTrust is the slowest algorithm because of the heavy
opinions’ calculations involved in each transaction.

Table 2. Average transaction service time.

Algorithm Malicious% Time Per Trans (ms)

InterTrust

15%

47.5
EigenTrust 15.2

HadithTrust 10.2
None 1.9

InterTrust

30%

47.1
EigenTrust 15.2

HadithTrust 10.8
None 1.9

InterTrust

45%

47.3
EigenTrust 15.9

HadithTrust 11.9
None 1.8

InterTrust

60%

47.1
EigenTrust 16.6

HadithTrust 13.2
None 1.9

InterTrust

75%

46.8
EigenTrust 17.1

HadithTrust 15.9
None 1.7
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6. Conclusions

Trust management systems are employed to measure trustworthiness among peers.
One of the main drawbacks of existing trust management systems is the binary classification
for files as either authentic or inauthentic, which does not reflect real-world files and affects
overall trust evaluations within systems.

In this paper, we proposed HadithTrust as a new trust management system inspired
by the classification model from Hadith science. In this system, we considered the validity
of Matns, the trustworthiness of a file on the basis of file ratings, and Isnads, the trustwor-
thiness of the narrators in the file chain with respect to Matns to select file providers. The
hybrid Isnad–Matn approach offers multiple benefits. First, by checking the Matn type, the
possibility of malicious peers becoming file providers is minimized, thereby reducing the
propagation of malicious files on the whole network. Second, by checking the APct value
and involving it in reputation calculations, good peers are given a greater opportunity to
provide good files to others and raise their reputations, rather than relying on pretrusted
peers who come with multiple risks. Third, by selecting the best Isnads in each download,
the downloaded files’ overall quality in the network is enhanced.

HadithTrust is superior in terms of the success rate of good peers, while maintaining
a low percentage of downloads from pretrusted peers. In addition, as the percentage of
malicious peers’ increases, HadithTrust’s success rate becomes more stable than benchmark
systems. Moreover, by fuzzifying the file trust to four levels, HadithTrust’s downloads
offer better quality compared with benchmark systems. We measured download quality
using four metrics inspired by Hadith science: authentic, good, weak, and bad downloads.
When considering percentages of all downloads (authentic, good, weak, and bad) overall,
HadithTrust provides the best file quality because it selects the best files for each transaction,
selecting them in the order authentic > good > weak > bad. In addition, HadithTrust
maintains a minimum running time as it denies malicious requests, rather than providing
bad files, which takes extra time.

As a future work, HadithTrust approach can be extended to other types of networks
such as social networks and IoT. Moreover, digital forensics evidence is sent from a user to
others forming a file chain that can be analyzed using HadithTrust approach [29]. Thus,
the digital investigators can assess the credibility of the digital forensics evidence.
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